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Introduction 
During the past twenty years the structure of the nuclear envelope, and in 
particular, that of its most distinct elements, the nuclear pore complexes, has 
been described from thin section electron microscopy (e.g., Brettschneider, 1952; 
Hartmann, 1953; Bahr and Beermann, 1954; Watson, 1954; Kautz and de Marsh, 
1955; Watson, 1955), from metal-shadowed (e.g., Callan and Tomlin, 1950; Gall, 
1954,1956) and negatively stained (e.g., Franke, 1966, 1967; Gall, 1967; Yoo and 
Bayley, 1967) preparations of isolated nuclear membranes as revealing characte-
ristics common to eukaryotic cells in general (recently reviewed, e.g., in Gouran-
ton, 1969; Stevens and Andre, 1969; Franke, 1970). 
In the recent years the freeze-etch technique (Steere, 1957) has proved to be 
a particularly useful tool in studying membraneous structures (e.g., Moor and 
Muhlethaler, 1963; Branton and Moor, 1964; Branton, 1966; Koehler, 1968b; 
Staehelin, 1968a; Northcote, 1968a; Branton, 1969; Moor, 1969a). So this method 
has especially broadened the knowledge, e.g., on bacterial membranes (Bayer and 
Remsen, 1970; Nanninga, 1970), on erythrocyte plasma membranes (Weinstein 
and Bullivant, 1967; Meyer and Winkelmann, 1970; da Silva and Branton, 1970; 
Tillack and Marchesi, 1970), on liver cell membranes (Chalcroft and Bullivant, 
1970), on Golgi membranes (Werz and Kellner, 1970; Staehelin and Kiermayer, 
1970), on synaptic vesicles (Moor et al., 1969), on retinal segments (Clark and 
Branton, 1968), on mitochondrial membranes (Keyhani and Kriz, 1969; Ruska 
and Ruska, 1969), on myelin sheath (Bischoff and Moor, 1967), on the thylakoid 
membranes of bacteria and plants (Giesbrecht and Drews, 1966; Park and Pfeif-
hofer, 1969a; Arntzen et al., 1969), on the plant cell tonoplast (Fineran, 1970a) 
and lysosomes (Matile, 1968) and on gas-vacuole membranes of Halobacterium 
(Stoeckenius and Kunau, 1968) and blue-green alga (Waaland and Branton, 1969; 
Jost and Jones, 1970). 
Although sporadic remarks on nuclear envelope architectural details have been 
made in various freeze-etch studies (e.g., Moor and Muhlethaler, 1963; Branton 
and Moor, 1964; Leak, 1968; Koehler, 1968; Northcote and Lewis, 1968; Bishop, 
1969; AlIen and Hess, 1969; Bertaud et al., 1970; Bererhi and Malkani, 1970; 
Keyhani, 1970; Kouri et al., 1970; Neushul, 1970; Roberts and Northcote, 1970; 
Speth and Wunderlich, 1970; Wecke and Giesbrecht, 1970) no basic investigation 
has hitherto been made to compare the freeze-etch appearance of the nuclear 
envelopes of different cell types as, e.g., in order to examine whether there are 
universal structural principles at the freeze-etch level, too. Another question 
is whether special structural differences can be observed with the use of this 
technique, which is basically different from the other electron microscopic pre-
prarations and, theoretically has a couple of advantages in terms of fixation and 
avoiding any dehydration procedures. 
It appears to be necessary in the author's opinion to attract the general 
criticism of the reader to articles dealing with results of freeze-etch studies. 
In contrast to those investigations in which the biological material has been 
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adapted in vivo to a glycerol environment (e.g., Moor and Miihlethaler, 1963; 
Branton and Moor, 1964; Moor, 1964; Branton, 1966; Giesbrecht and Drews, 
1966; Hess, 1968; Northcote and Lewis, 1968; Fineran, 1970b) there are many 
examples in the literature in which the agent preventing ice crystal formation 
(" anti-freeze agent") has been applied using an inadequate way of preparation: 
So, for instance, some authors have put the living cells into a solution of, 
e.g., glycerol up to several hours prior to deep-freezing without checking their 
viability or even considering the possibility that the cells in questions could have 
been damaged or were already dead at the moment of freezing (e.g., Bauer, 
1968; Fill and Branton, 1969; Nickel and Grieshaber, 1969; Plattner et al., 1969; 
Ruska and Ruska, 1969; Waaland and Branton, 1969; Bererhi and Malkani, 1970; 
Schwelitz et al., 1970; Speth and Wunderlich, 1970; Spycher, 1970; Tauschel 
and Speth, 1970; Weinstein et al., 1970; Wisse, 1970). Beyond that, Reith (1971) 
has recently demonstrated a considerable number of artifacts in the glycerol 
treatment as such, in particular those which are caused by the extraction of 
proteinaceous material Richter and Sleytr (1971) recently also attracted the 
attention to the possibility of lipid extraction during the freeze-preparation. 
Another source of misinterpretation of freeze-etching results comes from 
the hazardous discussion of results obtained with material that had been 
prestabilized with aldehydes, as representing so-called "in vivo structures" 
in the sense of the widely liked extreme extrapolation from the results 
of Moor (1964) and Hess (1968) obtained from non-fixed living fungal 
cells. On the other hand, in those experiments in which the cells had been 
adjusted to the anti-freeze agents, it cannot be a priori assumed that a specific 
result obtained refers to the non-adapted physiological statel . So, particular support 
for interpreting basic structural phenomena of frozen-etched cells should come 
from objects which can be rapidly frozen without the use of anti-freeze agents 
(e.g., Remsen and Lundgreen, 1966; Branton and Southworth, 1967; Branton 
et al., 1967; Sleytr et al., 1967, 1968; Meyer and Winkelmann, 1969; Brown et al., 
1970; DaSilva and Branton, 1970; Neushul, 1970; Van Gool et al., 1970; Werz 
and Kellner, 1970; Brown and Franke, 1971). 
A series of recent studies has contributed to the current concept of the nuclear 
membrane as being a cytomembrane with a peculiar character. It is characterized 
by an extremely low phospholipid: protein ratio (e.g., Berezney et al., 1970; Franke 
et al., 1970). In addition to many membrane characteristics which it shares with 
its most closely related membrane system, the rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER), 
the nuclear envelope reveals, besides the specific structures such as the pore 
complexes mentioned above, a number of specific biochemical features: So, for 
instance, it is tightly associated with parts of the nuclear genome DNA (e.g., 
Du Praw, 1965; Jackson et al., 1968; Beams and Mueller, 1970 Berezney et al., 
1970; eomings and Okada, 1970a and b; Franke et al., 1970; Deumling and 
Franke, 1971; Franke, 1971; Mizuno et al., 1971; Ormerod and Lehmann, 1971; 
Zentgraf et al., 1971). It also contains a membrane-bound RNA in the sense of 
Moule (1968; see further e.g. Pitot et al., 1969) in a non-ionic type of interaction 
(e.g. Franke et al., 1970; Zentgraf et al., 1971) which, at least in terms of 
1 The manifold problems of adjusting viable cells to anti-freeze agents have recently 
been summarized in a careful study by Fineran (1970) using plant material. 
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kinetics, appears distinct from the RNA bound to the rough ER (e.g., Smith et al .. 
1969). A significant amount of this" nuclear membrane RNA" seems to be asso-
ciated with the membrane material constituting the nuclear pores (for recent 
discussions see, e.g., Mentre, 1969; Franke and Scheer, 1970a and b; Franke and 
Falk, 1970; Scheer, 1970 and 1971; Jarasch et al., 1971). In addition, the nuclear 
envelope shows various enzymatic differences to other cytomembranes and can even 
be distinguished from the ER, as has hitherto been established for diverse 
membrane-bound phosphohydrolases and redox activities, including the electron 
transfering pigments. This has been shown in particular with mammalian liver 
(Jarasch, 1969; Kashnig and Kasper, 1969; Kuzmina et al., 1969; Zbarsky et al., 
1969; Berezney et al., 1970b; Franke et al., 1970; Kasper, 1971; Jarasch et al., 
1971) and with the calf thymus (Ueda et al., 1969; Betel, 1970; Conover, 1970a 
and b; Reilly, 1971; Rupec and Sekeris, 1971). Peculiarities of the nuclear mem-
brane enzymology have also been noted with the hen erythrocyte (Zentgraf et al., 
1971). A certain distinctiveness of the nuclear membrane has also been noted 
at the membrane lipid level (e.g., Keenan et aI., 1970; Kleinig, 1970; Kleinig 
et al., 1971; Stadler and Kleinig, 1971). On the background of the membrane 
differentiation hypothesis as outlined by Grove et aI. (1968) in a sequence 
nuclear envelope-+rough ER-+smooth ER-+Golgi apparatus-+plasma mem-
brane (see also Morre et aI., 1971), the nuclear envelope should consequently 
be considered as being structurally and biochemically representing something 
like the "least differentiated" cytomembrane in a eukaryotic cell. Therefore, 
information on this particular type of endomembrane would be especially helpful 
in understanding common principles and diversities among the different classes 
of membranes in eukaryotic cell systems. With respect to the membrane 
structures, as revealed with the freeze-etch technique, an investigation of the 
nuclear envelope is all the more required, since its counterpart at the other 
end of the membrane differentiation sequence sketched above, namely the 
plasma membrane, is the type of membrane for which so far the vast majority 
of the today's freeze-etch information has been accumulated. 
For this purpose, and in particular in order to examine the general archi-
tectural principles beyond the pecularities of one cell type, we chose the following 
widely divergent cellular systems: (a) Mature rat liver parenchyma, since this is 
a "reference" mammalian tissue cell which provides a good example of a diffe-
rentiated steady-state cell system and in which a lot of work on the nuclear 
envelope structure, chemistry and function has already been done in many labora-
tories (see, e.g., Watson, 1959; Kashnig and Kasper, 1969; Zbarsky et al., 1969; 
Franke, 1970; Franke et aI., 1970; Kleinig, 1970; Franke et aI., 1971). (b) The hen 
erythrocyte as a cell system in an extreme "dead end differentiation" with an 
almost totally inactive nucleus. Moreover, with this object some chemical and 
structural details of the nuclear envelope are also known (compare, e.g., Davies, 
1968; Zentgraf et aI., 1969; Zentgraf et aI., 1971). (c) The amphibian oocyte 
represents a special cell type with a giant nucleus which can be isolated manually, 
i.e. with a relatively gentle method. With this cell there is also a considerable 
background of knowledge on the structure, composition and function of the 
nuclear envelope (Gall, 1954, 1956, and 1967; Clerot, 1968; Scheer, 1970; e.g. 
Franke and Scheer, 1970a and b). (d) The marine haptophycean alga Pleuro-
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chrysis scherffelii is a lower plant cell which is particularly suitable for freeze-
etch studies, because neither a prestabilization nor an "anti-freeze agent" is 
necessary with this organism. 
Materials and Methods 
Rat liver tissue, hen erythrocytes, amphibian oocytes and axenic vegetative cultures 
of the yellow-green alga Pleurochrysis scherffelii were prepared according to the following 
procedures. 
Rat Liver 
Pieces of liver tissue from freshly decapitated albino rats (Wistar 2, 160-lS0 g) were 
fixed and prepared for thin section electron microscopy using the methods previously 
described (Franke et al., 1969, 1970). For freeze-etching the tissue was prestabilized with 
2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.2) for 30 min, then glycerinated 
via a 15 min passage in 15% glycerol to a final concentration of 25% glycerol (the glycerol 
in a Ringer solution). After another 15 min the tissue was rapidly frozen in liquid Freon 22. 
The freeze-etching was performed using the method modified from Moor (Moor et ai., 1961; 
Moor and Miihlethaler, 1963; Moor, 1964; Moor, 1969a) as described below. 
The isolation of nuclei was carried out according to the method of Franke et ai. (1970). 
Nuclear membranes were prepared by hypotonic shock and subsequent sonication as described 
by Franke (1966 and 1967) for mouse liver, i.e. without any high salt extraction, and were 
then negatively stained with 2% sodium phosphotungstate (pH 7.2). 
Hen Erythrocytes 
Freshly prepared blood from decapitated hens (Rhodelander) was allowed to drop into 
Ringer solution which was 2% with respect to the anticoagulate Liquemin (Hoffmann 
La Roche AG, Grenzach, Baden, Germany) at 3So C and was gently centrifuged for 10 min 
at 100 g. After two washings with the same medium, the erythrocytes were suspended in 
10% glycerol, followed by 25% for 20 min per each step. For freeze-etching the erythrocytes 
were frozen as described above. 
Samples of erythrocytes were fixed and embedded for thin sectioning as previously 
described (Zentgraf et ai., 1969, 1971). Negative staining preparations of isolated hen ery-
throcyte nuclear membranes were obtained as outlined in the same articles. 
Amphibian Oocytes 
Lampbrush oocytes (diameter 520 [.tm) of Xenopus laevis Daudin were collected from 
anesthesized animals and immediately immersed through 5 steps from 5 % to 25 % glycerol 
in amphibia Ringer with each step lasting 45 min or were fixed with 1 % formaldehyde, 
buffered to pH 7.2 with cacodylate, prior to the glycerol incubation. The same oocyte 
stages were prepared for thin sectioning following the procedure described by Franke and 
Scheer (1970a). 
Nuclei from Xenopus laevis lampbrush stage oocytes and mature Triturus alpestris Laur. 
oocytes were isolated (Franke and Scheer, 1970a) and fixed with Na-cacodylate buffered 
(0.1 M, pH 7.2) 2% glutaraldehyde in the cold, washed with "5:1 medium" (Callan and 
Lloyd, 1960) and incubated in 10%, 15% and 25% glycerol, respectively for 15 min per 
each concentration. (The glycerol was dissolved in "5:1 medium "). 
The isolated nuclei were also processed for thin sectioning and for negative staining 
preparations of the nuclear envelope as described in an earlier paper (Franke and Scheer, 
1970a). 
Pleurochrysis Scherffelii 
The freeze-etching of this haptophycean (Chrysophyta) alga was carried out as described 
earlier (Brown et ai., 1970; Brown and Franke, 1971). It should be emphasized that with 
this small organism no prefixation and glycerol incubation was needed. The organisms were 
directly frozen. 
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The liquid Freon 22 frozen specimens were stored in liquid nitrogen. Freeze-etching 
operations were carried out with a Balzer apparatus BA 360 M (Balzers AG, Liechtenstein) 
applying 90 sec etching at - 100° C. 
Electron micrographs were made with a Siemens elmiscope 1 A. The magnification 
of the instrument was routinely controlled with a grating replica (the error was below 5 %). 
Calculations of the pore frequency in thin sectioning were made using a combination 
of the methods of Barnes and Davies (1959) and Sitte (1964). 
The thicknesses of thin sections were calculated from interferometric data (for critical 
discussion of the methodical problems compare, e.g., Silvermann et aI., 1969; Helander 
1969; Sjostrand, 1967). 
Results and Discussion 
The freeze-etching preparations produced cross as well as flat fractures of 
nuclei (e.g., Figs. 1-3). The direction of shadowing was routinely determined, usually 
from the orientation of the shadows at the plasma membrane "particles" (see 
below). Frequently, nuclear membrane faces were obtained representing up to half 
of the total nuclear surface area (e.g., Figs. 1 and 2). The aforementioned different 
cell systems revealed, beside some differences, a far reaching correspondence in 
nuclear envelope substructures. 
1. Cross Fractures Through the Perinuclear Cisterna 
Cross fractures through the nuclear envelope of the investigated animal and 
plant cells had an unswollen or only moderately swollen perinuclear cisterna bounded 
by the inner or the outer nuclear membrane which both occasionally revealed 
a dark-light-dark "unit membrane" appearance (Fig. 6). This unit membrane 
aspect in cross fracture, which has been shown also by other authors for 
different types of membranes (e.g. Moor and Miihlethaler, 1963; Branton and 
Moor, 1964; Branton, 1966; Bischoff and Moor, 1967; Bauer, 1968; Leak, 
1968; Staehelin, 1968 a; Branton, 1969; Meyer and Winkelmann, 1969; Nickel 
and Grieshaber, 1969; Fineran, 1970a; Keyhani, 1970; Spycher, 1970) is some-
what perplexing and is hard to explain on the basis of the current concepts on 
electron contrast formation after the freeze-etch shadowing procedures. Fuzzy, 
somewhat filamentous substructures are sometimes seen in the lumen of the 
perinuclear cisterna (e.g. Fig. 5; compare also Koehler, 1968a), but will not be 
interpreted in the view of the relatively low resolution power of the freeze-etch 
technique. The nuclear pores are recognized (Figs. 3, 5), with the inner and outer 
cisternal membrane somewhat converging at the sites where they fuse to constitute 
the pore walls. The substructural components of the nuclear pore complexes did 
not show up in the cross fractures (Figs. 3, 5). This is not surprising, since 
nucleoprotein-containing material is generally poorly profiled in freeze-etch 
preparations: usually ribosomal, chromosomal and nucleolar material is not or 
barely demonstrated with this technique. Only in certain cases, the nucleolus and 
the metaphase chromosomes appear somewhat prominent by a finer texture 
(e.g. Bullivant and Ames, 1966; Northcote and Lewis, 1968; Leak, 1970; Ryser, 
1970). In this connection it is interesting to note that the annulus-associated 
fibrillar bundles characteristic for amphibian oocytes in thin section electron 
microscopy (Franke and Scheer, 1970a and b) can also be identified in cross 
fractures through isolated nuclei (Fig. 7). 
Figs. 1 and 2. H en erythrocytes after freeze-cleaving . Fig. 1, gives a survey which demon-
strates that this cell does not contain any considerab le membranes beside the nuclear envelope. 
The two nuclei in the left are convex whereas the nucleus in the upper r ight is concavely 
fractured. Details of fracture faces are presented in the convexly broken nucleus of Fig. 2. 
Two faces are dominant (F'o and F i ) from which the one (Fi ) is set with particles, thns 
resembling the F plane of the plasma membrane (Fp). Holes in the fractured nuclear 
envelope, which at least partially represent nuclear pores or spatially correspond to nuclear 
pores, are recognized. These pores (insert) do not reveal distinct substmctures but appear 
to be "filled" with a coarsely textured ground-substance. Fig. 1, 12000:1; Fig. 2,46000:1; 
Insert of Fig. 2, 56000: 1 
Encircled arrows in all illustrations of this article indicate the direction of shadowing 
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Fig. 3. Cross-fracture through a hen erythrocyte nuclear envelope. No substructural details 
are recognized at the nuclear pores (arrow). The nucleoplasm appears homogeneously 
textured. No differences in texture are apparent between nucleo- and cytoplasm. Only 
infrequently, regular arrangements are suggested within the peripheral chromatin (insert) 
Magnification, 38000: 1; insert 72000: 1 
Fig. 4. Membrane fracture faces of the hen erythrocyte. The p lasma membrane surface 
(Ep in the upper right), which is set only by a few very small particles, lies on top of the 
particle-rich F-plane (Fp) . The insert shows the relatively homogeneous distribution of such 
ca. 85 A particles on the F 1) face. With the nnclear envelope one recognizes a particle-
bearing face (Fi ) lying underneath a fracture plane with less particles and occasional holes 
(F'o)' 0 cytoplasm. Magnification, 34000: 1; insert 45000: 1 
In many cells the nucleoplasmic surface of the nuclear envelope is underlined 
by a highly condensed heterochromatin (Davies, 1968; Everid et aI., 1970; 
compare the reviews of Kaye, 1969, and Stevens and Andre, 1969). In mature 
nucleated erythrocytes Davies (1968) has described this chromatin immediately 
underneath the nuclear membrane to be arranged in distinct and ordered 
130- 170 A tubular aggregates. From the mere point of dimensions, structures 
of this size should be easily resolved with the shadowing technique (see Moor, 
1969a). With mammalian sperm nuclei Koehler (1966, 1970) described ordered 
substructures within the condensed sperm deoxyribonucleo-proteins. Although 
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Figs. 5 and 6. Cross-fractures through the nuclear envelope of a rat liver parenchyma I cell. 
Nuclear pore complexes do not show structural details (arrows in Fig. 5). The nuclear 
membranes can reveal a dark-light-dark triple-layer pattern resembling the "unit-membrane"-
appearance of thin section electron microscopy (Fig. 6, insert). Within the perinuclear cisterna 
sometimes fibrillar fuzzes are visualized (Fig. 5). The arrows in Fig. 6 denote a transition line 
from the nucleoplasmic surface of the inner membrane (Ein) to the fracture plane of the 
same membrane (F'i)' Fig. 5,62000:1; Fig. 6, 65000; insert of Fig. 6,84000:1 
we could confirm the structures described by Davies (1968) with the mature 
hen erythrocytes in thin sections (c .f . Zentgraf, 1969) such nucleoplasmic sub-
architecture, 'however, was not clearly identifiable after the freeze-etch procedure. 
The only structure which could be discerned in a close association with the 
inner aspect of the nuclear envelope is a certain striation pattern with a 
repetitive lateral distance of 210-320 A and more or less regularly spaced 
chains of 100-180 A large globules (e.g. , Fig. 3) . Related structures were recog-
nized in freeze-etch micrographs of other authors (e .g. Koehler, 1968b; Leak, 
1968; Kouri et al ., 1970) . The question as to whether these inner nuclear 
membrane-associated heterochromatin strands described from the conventional 
thin electron microscopy are "artifacts" of the dehydration steps or whether 
they cannot be demonstrated with the freeze-etch technique as such is under 
investigation. 
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Fig. 7. Cross-fracture through the nuclear envelope of a mature oocyte nucleus isolated 
from Triturus alpestris (stabilized with glutaraldehyde followed by glycerol, treatment). 
In the nucleoplasm (N) the strands of fibrillar material, which are known from thin section 
electron microscopy to terminate at the inner annulus of the pore complexes, can be 
identified by its coarser texture. Magnification 36000: 1 
Although the interest of most freeze-etch studies is strongly focused upon the 
appearances of membranes, it is worth mentioning that principally the freeze-
etch technique is able to sculpture non-membranous structures too; may they 
be proteins or nucleoproteins, either lying free in the nucleoplasm, in the 
cytoplasm or in the matrix of organelles. So for instance, cytoplasmic and 
nucleoplasmic microtubules have been demonstrated with the use of this technique 
(e.g., Moor, 1967; Brown and Franke, 1971) both in cross and in longitudinal 
splintering, whereas such has yet been unsuccessful with the ciliary microtubules 
(Satir and Gilula, 1970). Moreover, Brown and Franke (1971) were able to show 
the about 50 A broad cross-bridges between microtubules in the frozen-etched 
Pleurochrysis cells. In addition to the above quoted demonstration of nucleoli 
and chromosomes in freeze-cleaving preparations (for the almost non-protein-
complexed deoxyribonucleic acid of dinophycean chromosomes, see also Giesbrecht, 
1965), Easterbrook and Rozee (1971) recently provided another example of the 
demonstration of nucleoprotein structures with the freeze-etch technique in their 
micrographs of the cytoplasmic virions in rheovirus-infected rhesus monkey kidney 
cells. Various freeze-etch investigations were concerned with the structure of 
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actomyosin in diverse sorts of musculature (e.g., Rayns et aI., 1968a and b; 
Bertaud et aI., 1970) and with the microfilaments of epithelial cells (e. g., Muker-
jhee and Staehelin, 1971) which are purely proteinaceous non-membrane struc-
tures. Even the typical lattice-spacing of special protein-containing paracry-
stalline aggregates like, e. g., of the yolk in the platelets of the amphibian 
oocytes (Zentgraf and Scheer, 1971) and in the gas vacuole "membranes" 
(e.g., Jost and Jones, 1970) was identifiable in frozen-cleaved preparations. An 
example of a non-membranous structure within a bacterial cell that could be 
shown with the freeze-etch technique is the polar organell of Rhodopseudo-
monas palustris (Tauschel and Speth, 1970). 
2. Fracture Planes and Membrane Surfaces 
As in other membranes the freeze-etched membranes of the nuclear envelope 
revealed different surfaces and fracture planes. Although the discussion on the 
question where the fracture planes run along is still going on, the evidence 
currently accumulating favors the concept originally introduced by Branton 
(1966a), which states that the splintering occurs within the membrane and thus 
exposes "inner surfaces" for the subsequent shadowing procedure (Branton, 
1966, 1967; Branton and Park, 1967; Clark and Branton, 1968; Engstrom 
and Branton, 1968; Branton, 1969; Meyer and Winkelmann, 1969; Park and 
Pfeifhofer, 1969a and b; Chalcroft and Bullivant, 1970; Fineran, 1970a; Meyer 
and Winkelmann, 1970; McNutt and Weinstein, 1970; da Silva and Branton, 
1970; Spycher, 1970; Watson and Remsen, 1970; Tillack and Marchesi, 1970; 
Weinstein et al., 1970; Buttrose, 1971).2 A different view is the freeze-fracture 
interpretation of Moor and Miihlethaler (1963), namely that the splintering 
reveals two" in vivo" membrane surfaces (for this view of membrane splintering 
see e.g., Remsen and Lundgren, 1966; Remsen et aI., 1967; Weinstein and 
Bullivant, 1967; Bauer, 1968; Remsen, 1968; Staehelin, 1968 b ; Weinstein and Koo, 
1968; Friederici, 1969; Moor, 1969a; Nickel and Grieshaber, 1969; Wallach, 
1969; Bajer and Remsen, 1970; Nanninga, 1970), or the modification there-
from by Staehelin (1968a) who advocated "fracture planes running at different 
levels through or along the upperlying halves of the membranes" (e.g. also 
Staehelin et al., 1969; van Gool et aI., 1970; Sleytr, 1970; Staehelin and 
Kiermayer, 1970; Plattner et al., 1969). 
The nuclear envelope with its two cisternal membranes on a more or less curved 
surface provides, due to the advantage of orientation, a useful system for 
examining the current hypothesis on membrane surface fracturing. The inter-
pretations given in the majority of the previous freeze-etch studies dealing with 
aspects of nuclear membranes were controversial to the concept of Branton 
(1966a) and tended to follow the view that true membrane surfaces, either 
plasmatic or intracisternal, are seen after the freeze-etch procedures (e.g. Moor 
and Miihlethaler, 1963; Branton and Moor, 1964; Koehler, 1968b; Northcote 
and Lewis, 1968; Leak, 1968; AlIen and Hess, 1969; Moor, 1969b; Bertaud 
et aI., 1970; Bererhi and Malkani, 1970; Speth and Wunderlich, 1970; Holt and 
Stern, 1970; Keyhani, 1970; Wecke and Giesbrecht, 1970). Our results are basi-
2 For other special controversial cases of membrane fracturing compare also the articles 
by Branton and Southworth (1967) and Ruska and Ruska (1969). 
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Fig. 8. Interpretative diagram of the nuclear envelope faces exposed after the freeze-etch 
process including "true membrane surfaces" as well as those exposed by the fracturing 
(fracture plane == inner membrane faces"). Symbols: Eop "Etched surface of the cyto-
plasmic side of the outer membrane. Eoo "Etched surface of the cisternal side of the outer 
membrane. Eic "Etched" surface of the cisternal side of the inner membrane. Ein "Etched" 
surface of the nucleoplasmic side of the inner membrane. Fo and F'o the two corresponding 
fracture faces of the outer membrane. Fi and F'i the two corresponding fracture faces 
of the inner membrane 
Fi 
Cytoplosm 
Eic 
Fo' Ein 
Fi' 
Eop 
Nucleoplosm 
Fig, 9. Schematic illustration of a typical fracturing through the nuclear envelope, combining 
both directions, C (ytoplasm) -+ N (ucleoplasm) and vice versa, -+N C. E-faces appear limited 
to relatively small areas along the F-faces 
cally in agreement with Branton's concept and shall be presented in the following 
using the explanative nomenclature given in Fig. 8. With all the cell types 
studied, the freeze-etch procedure consistently revealed a total of 8 different 
membrane faces of the nuclear envelope (compare the schemes in Figs. 8 and 9). 
Among them, three different aspects can be distinguished. 
I. One face is characteristically set with particles of a diameter of 60-130 A 
in a relatively dense package (e.g. Figs. 4, 12-22, 24, 32). This cobble-stoned 
pattern strongly resembles the corresponding aspect of the plasma membrane 
2 Ergebnisse dcr Anatomie, Bd. 45/1 
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(e.g. Figs. 2, 4 and 16) as has been demonstrated by various authors for 
mammalian erythrocytes (e.g. Weinstein and Bullivant, 1967; Koehler, 1968b; 
Weinstein and Koo, 1968; Meyer and Winkelmann, 1969; Nickel and Gries-
haber, 1969; Wallach, 1969; DaSilva and Branton, 1970; Meyer and Winkelmann, 
1970; Tillack and Marchesi, 1970; Tillack et aI., 1970a) and also from plasma 
membranes of other cell types (e.g. Moor and Muhlethaler, 1963; Remsen et aI., 
1967; Northcote, 1968; Remsen, 1968; Staehelin, 1968 b; Fill and Branton, 
1969; Chalcroft and Bullivant, 1970; Nanninga, 1970; Spycher, 1970). From the 
detailed work of Tillack and Marchesi (1970) and DaSilva and Branton (1970; 
see also DaSilva et aI., 1970) it is established that these particles are true ele-
vations above the fracture face level and not indentations. It might be interesting 
to note in this connection that with the hen erythrocyte plasma membrane 
the present authors could routinely observe the two faces described by DaSilva 
and Branton (1970) and Tillack and Marchesi (1970), namely the fracture face set 
with particles and, usually ca. 30--45 A on top of that, the more smoothly 
appearing" etched surface" (e.g. Fig. 4). 
11. Another membrane aspect is characterized by the existence of much fewer 
particles (60-130 A in diameter) which can be accompanied by relatively distinct 
small holes in the order of 60-150 A. 
Ill. A third membrane aspect was observed in very small areas limited to 
the margins along the splintering steps. As a consequence of this size limitation, 
11 decision whether it is set by particles or is smooth was hardly possible 
(e.g. Figs. 10, 11, 13-19). However, in a few examples one could recognize some 
particles on this face, too (e.g. Figs. 10 and 11). 
From the splintering cascade through the nuclear envelope in nucleo-cyto-
plasmic direction or vice versa, it was possible to arrange all the membrane 
aspects obtained into an interpretative sequence (Figs. 8 and 9). Such an inter-
pretation was somewhat facilitated by the fact that concave as well as convex 
nuclear replicas were found side by side and thus did allow a.n orientation 
(e.g. Fig. 1): Two surfaces interpreted as being the "etched" true surfaces of the 
outer nuclear membrane toward the cytoplasm (Eop) and of the inner nuclear 
membrane toward the nucleoplasm (Ein), are exposed only in very limited areas 
with a fracture rim (e.g. Fig. 11) and belong to the membrane aspect described 
above under Ill. The maximum width of this rim ever found in the course 
of this study was 350 A. A step which could be calculated from the direction 
and the angle of shadowing (see Muller, 1942) as having a depth of roughly 
35 A leads from this membrane surface plane down to a plane with a typical 
No. Il aspect. Therefore, this latter plane must represent the interior of the 
specific membrane which has been exposed by the fracturing, since the total 
thickness of either nuclear membrane is 110 ± 20 A as determined from cross-
fractures. Depending on the direction of fracturing this membrane aspect, which 
can occupy relatively large areas, represents either the fracture face called 
F\ with the inner or F'o with the outer nuclear membrane. Frequently, the super-
ficial part of the specific membrane, i.e. the membrane moiety which lies between 
the Eop or E in surfaces, respectively and the following F-plane appears to be 
extremely reduced and almost cross-fractured so that the first face exposed in 
these cases is the specific F-plane (e.g., Figs. 12-14): The chisel apparently tends 
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Figs_ 10 and lL Details of fracture face transitions in the frozen nuclear envelope of a rat 
hepatocyte_ A transition from a cytoplasmic surface plane (Eoc) to the about 40 A deeper 
F'o fracture plane is indicated between the black triangles in the lower part of Fig_ 10 and 
between the bars of Fig. lL Thence a much deeper step follows which corresponds to the 
perinuclear space plus approximately half a membrane width. The next plane recognized is 
the cisternal surface of the inner nuclear membrane (Eic) which can be identified as a small 
rim a long the trans-cisternal fracture line (e.g. between the arrows). This layer lies about 
40 A on top of the Fi fracture plane, which is characterized by its distinct particles. 
Fig. 10, 125000:1; Fig. 11, 105000:1 
2· 
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Figs. 12- 14. Details of the transitions between membrane faces in frozen-cleaved nuclear 
envelopes in hen erythrocytes. The arrows in Fig. 12 denote a 35- 50 A deep step from the 
surface (Eo1,) to the F'o plane. In addition to that, Figs. 13 and 14 show parts of a membranous 
face which is recognized along the F 'o-+Fi transition rims and which (between the arrows 
of Fig. 14 and the upper arrows of Fig. 13) lies about 30- 50 A on top of the Fi fracture. This 
face is interpreted as being the cisternal surface of the inner nuclear membrane (Eicl, which 
favourably appears after long "etching times". Note that some parts of the F'o face appear 
totally "smooth", e.g. in the upper and lower right of Fig. 11. Fig. 12, 95000:1; Fig. 13, 
65000: 1; Fig. 14, 66000: 1 
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Figs. 15 and 16. Concave fractures through frozen hen erythrocytes. Here the F'i face of the 
inner nuclear membrane lies on top of a small rim of Eoc (arrows) separated by a relatively 
deep interspace (e.g. at the arrow in Fig. 16), which corresponds to the width of the perinuclear 
cisterna. Then after another step of 30- 50 A one has arrived at the fracture plane Fo in the 
outer nuclear membrane. Then the cytoplasm comes, followed by a membranous fracture face 
of the plasma membrane (F'1') which is different from the afore described Fp face by having 
less particles. With the nuclear envelope note the holes which vary in diameter and may 
correspond to nuclear pores. Fig. 15, 41000: 1; Fig. 16, 60000: 1 
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Fig. 17 
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to cut through the" coat parts" of the membranes and follows the F-planes. 
The step following in fracturing is very steep with a range from 130-500 Aa and 
runs through the perinuclear cisterna by either going directly (e.g., Figs. 12, 22, 
23) to a fracture surface with a No. I aspect, i.e. densely set with the characte-
ristic particles, or to a face of the No. III type as an intermediate (e.g. Figs. 10, 
11, 13-17, 18, 19). This latter surface again tends to occupy only small areas 
along the fissure rims and lies about 35 A on top of the particle-rich fracture 
face. The only possible interpretation is, in the authors' opinion, that the No. III 
aspect rim areas represent the intracisternal surface of either the outer or the 
inner membrane, depending on the specific direction of fracturing. So they 
correspond to the planes E ic or Eoc of the schemes presented in Figs. 8 and 9. 
Following the concepts of DaSilva and Branton (1970) and Tillack and Marchesi 
(1970) it might be possible that a certain depth of etching is required to expose 
such surfaces to the shadowing process. Consequently, the No. I membrane aspect, 
which usually covers large areas, is another inner fracture face, namely either the 
plane Fi or Fo respectively, depending on the fracture direction. From comparing 
the concave and convex nuclear fractures (compare, e.g., Fig. 2 with Fig. 17), it 
was possible to determine that the two fracture faces, namely the membrane 
aspect No. I and No. Il corresponding to the inner membrane fracture faces occur 
in either nuclear membrane and that the nuclear membranes with respect to their 
fracture planes obey a mirror image symmetry with its specular plane in the 
middle of the perinuclear cisterna and being coincident with the equatorial plane 
of the nuclear pore complexes. 
In either sequence the breakage can finally leave the specific membrane and 
splinter through the nucleoplasm (e.g., Fig. 10), if one fracture from the cyto-
plasm (i.e. the breakage line leaves the plane F i ) or through the cytoplasm, if 
it comes from the nucleoplasm (i.e. the fracture line leaves the plane Fo). Often 
the fracture gives rise to the a ppearence of small islets of a "prime" plane 
(F'i or F'u) on a "non-prime" plane (e.g., Figs. 16, 17,22,28). The distance 
between such a "prime" fracture plane to a "non-prime" plane necessarily reflects 
the width of the perinuclear space, since it includes two" half-membranes" plus 
the cisterna. It is particularly interesting to note that such breakage lines, which 
lead from a "prime" fracture plane to a "non-prime" fracture plane (or vice versa), 
are marked by fracture holes representing (or at least corresponding to) pore 
3 The relatively wide range of the" height differences" from an inner fracture face of one 
cisternal membrane to the other might be explained by either in vivo differences in the 
cisternal width of the nuclear envelope or by different degrees in artificial swelling during 
the fixation and/or glycerol treatments. 
Fig. 17. Hen erythrocyte nucleus in concave fracture. Again the particle-rich fracture face 
(in this case F 0) is covered by a "prime" face with less particles and occasional holes 
(F'i)' At the transitions between both (arrows in the lower left) a small rim of another face 
is seen, presumably the cisternal surface of the outer nuclear membrane. Often one visualizes 
small islets of the "prime" face on the Fo plane which appears smooth (upper arrows). Note 
that the material presumed to correspond to a nuclear pore complex appears as protruding 
stump (arrow-head in the right). Magnification, 54000:1 
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Figs. 18-20. Details of the appearance of the" nuclear pore· corresponding holes" in fractured 
nuclear envelope of the hen erythrocyte. The appearance of the pores does not show 
differences according to their association with a "prime" or "non·prime" fracture face 
(e.g. Fig. 19). Often such pores or "pore·corresponding fracture holes" seem to demarcate 
the lines of transition of one F plane to the other (e.g. Fig. 18). The islets of membrane 
material with a "prime" fracture face lying upon particle.rich "non-prime" faces are 
suggested to be preferentially maintained around the nuclear pore complexes (Figs. 19 and 20). 
E ic rims are indicated by the arrows. Fig. 18, 61000: 1; Fig. 19, 56000: 1 ; Fig. 20, 63000: 1 
complexes (e.g ., Figs. 11, 18-20,23,25, 37). This can also be seen from a micro-
graph published by Hess (1968 ; Fig. 12 of this article) and supports the general 
impression that the nuclear pore complexes are places at which a change in 
fracturing from one membrane to the other is somewhat facilitated. 
An especially frequent result of the nuclear envelope splintering process is 
that small or bizarre shaped plaques of a membrane with a No. Il or III 
aspect stood upon the particle-rich membrane aspect No. I. For such very small 
plaques a clear distinction whether they represent a "prime " plane or an intra-
cisternal surface (Eoc or E ic) is not possible. Although the face of such plaques 
sometimes seems to be in continuity with a typical "prime " face (e.g ., Figs. 16 
and 19) one might, on the other hand, interpret them as showing " E" type 
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true surfaces as is particularly suggested from the observation of similar plaques 
on, e.g., the frozen-fractured plant cell tonoplast which is a single membrane 
(e.g. Fig. 14 of Fineran, 1970b). 
It is a significant result of this freeze-etch examination of the nuclear envelope 
that plasmatic (nucleo- and cytoplasmic) and cisternal surfaces are exposed by 
the freeze-etch procedure only in very limited areas along the fracture rims 
and that the surfaces exposed predominantly are inner surfaces according to 
the splintering scheme of Branton (1966). We tend to assume, that the nuclear 
membrane surfaces shown in the micrographs of previous authors, which have 
been interpreted as demonstrating" true" membrane surfaces with a structural 
surface specificity, in fact represent inner membrane fracture planes. Differences 
between inner and outer nuclear membrane with respect to the specific appearance 
of these fracture planes were not observed in the cell system examined in the 
present investigation. 
There are many other cytological situations which resemble the perinuclear 
cisternae in the respect that two membranes are parallel in a relatively 
constant distance below ca. 500 A: such are, e.g., the myelin sheath, the gap 
and the septate junctions, the tight junctions, the stacks of thylakoidal mem-
branes and the dictyosomal stacks. In such situations one might expect, on the 
basis of the interpretative fracture concept shown in Fig. 2, that wherever a 
fracture step occurs from one membrane to an adjacent one rims were to observe 
which represent an E surface plane ("true membrane surface"). Surprisingly, this 
could not be documented with the myocardium nexuses (" D-plane of lVIcNutt 
and Weinstein, 1971) even though these authors carefully looked for it. They 
can be recognized, however, in the micrographs of the frozen-etched septate 
junctions of the mussell gill epithelium (Gilula et al., 1970) and have also been 
demonstrated with the nerve myelin membranes by Branton (1967) and the 
thylakoidal associations (e.g., Park and Pfeifhofer, 1969a; Arntzen et al., 1969). 
Moreover such rims have also been observed in the rat liver Golgi apparatus 
(Zentgraf et al., 1971). Far from being able to explain this diversity in fracture 
behaviour among different membrane associations, we would like to discuss in 
interpreting freeze-etch aspects the general possibility that different types of 
membranes might show differences in response to the freeze-cleaving procedure. 
Since experimental membranology accumulates evidences of diversities in mem-
brane composition and architecture among different types of membranes (for 
recent reviews see, e.g., O'Brien, 1967; Sjostrand, 1963 and 1968; Morre et al., 
1968 and 1969; Sitte, 1969) it appears to be oversimplified to discuss the freeze-
cleaving of "membranes" in an a priori generalized way. For instance, the 
differences in the specific qualitative and quantitative lipid compositions of 
diverse types of membranes, which are thought to influence the stability and 
the specific molecular association, should also somehow influence their freeze-
cleaving behaviour, according to the essence of Branton's idea that the fracture 
tends to run in the plane of maximal hydrophobic interaction (Branton, 1966, 
1967). 
The mere fact that the membrane-associated particles of this order of magnitude 
can be found in quite different cell types with quite different types of mem-
branes suggests that their validity as membrane-markers in freeze-etch studies 
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Fig. 21 
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Fig. 22. Concave fracture of a Pleurochrysis nuclear envelope. At the transition from the 
F'i plane to Fa an intermediate rim is suggested (arrows in the right) which should 
correspond to the Eoc surface. Note the fibrillar material seemingly connecting adjacent 
pores. Small islets of the smoother" prime" -fracture plane are visible. Magnification, 61000: 1 
might be very poor. Moreover, we have the impression that the type of distri-
bution of these particles is not very meaningful. In comse of the present study 
there were sometimes areas found in the same fractme plane showing a grouping-
together of such particles, occasionally with a certain regular arrangement, 
whereas other areas showed fewer particles. This diversity of particle distribution 
within one and the same fractured membrane might be another argument 
against the general use of such freeze-etch particles as spezific morphological 
membrane markers (compare, e.g., the divergent literature: Remsen et al., 1967; 
Staehelin, 1968b; Matile and Moor, 1968; Meyer and Winkelmann, 1969; Fill and 
Branton, 1969; Holt and Stern, 1970; Tillack et al., 1970a and b; Davy and 
Branton, 1970; Daemer et al., 1970; Fineran, 1970a). 
3. Substructural Details of the Pore Complexes 
From the afore described observation, that either nuclear membrane tends to 
be split by the freeze-cleaving process and thus exhibits aspects of the membrane 
interior, it is easy to understand that in the vast majority of cases the annular 
subunits (for nomenclatme see Franke, 1970; Franke and Scheer, 1970) are 
splintered away together with the outermost membrane leaflet and thus do not 
Fig. 21. Same material as with Fig. 5; a convex fracture of the nuclear envelope. Nuclear 
pores can be visualized in all fracture faces. For example, the survey shows them in a 
"non-prime" face of the inner membrane, whereas the insert presents the "prime" face of 
the outer membrane. The Fi plane is abundant in "particles". Some pore complexes appear 
as elevated stumps (e.g. the three arrows in the right) according to the fracture scheme of 
Fig. 26c), whereas others show different aspects including such corresponding to the fracture 
profile of Fig. 26e (e.g. at the double arrow). Pores suggesting a fracture as sketched under 
26b are seen in the upper left (e.g. at the uppermost arrow). Frequently, substructures 
of the pore interior are resolved, such as the central granule (e.g. at the short arrow 
in the right) and the radiating fibrils (the uppermost arrow and the upper insert). A structure 
resembling the inner ring is also sometimes recognized. Magnification, 66000: 1; lower insert, 
63000: 1; upper insert, 135000: 1 
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Fig. 23. Fractured nuclear envelope of an intact X enopus laevis lampbrush oocyte. The two 
fracture faces can be distingnished: a "smooth" one (in the lower part and in the left) 
interpreted as a "prime" face, and the "non-prime" face which is studded with the particles. 
Note the high pore freqnency. Arrows denote fibrils wl~ich seem to "connect" adjacent 
pore complexes. Magnification, 50000 : 1 
appear in the replica. This was first noted by Franke (1966) and then con-
firmed by other authors (e.g., Stevens and Andre, 1969; Speth and Wunderlich, 
1970 ; compare, e.g., also Roberts and Northcote, 1970). In a few lucky situa-
tions, however, it can apparently happen that the fractme line leaves the 
membrane interior and jumps over the whole or at least a considerable part of 
the pore complex proper (e.g. Fig. 26 g-h).4 In such infrequent situations the 
4 For the somewhat simi lar problems with the freeze-etch appearance of the membrane-
attached polysomes the reader is referred to the recent article of Wartiovaara and Branton 
(1970). 
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Fig. 24. Frozen-fractured nuclear envelope of the marine a lga Pleu1"ochrysis scherffelii showing 
a "nnn-prime" fracture face. Some pore complexes stand up as prominent cylinders (e.g. at 
the arrows) whereas others appear as indentations (e.g. at the small arrow in the left). Another 
catpgory of pores does not show marked relief structures and appears to be filled with a 
homogeneous" groll.nd-substance " (insert of Fig. 24). Magnification, 34000: 1; insert, 59000: 1 
Fig. 25. Concave nuclear envelope fracture of the same material as presented in the previous 
figure. In some areas of the nuclear envelope the pores appear clustered together whereas 
other areas are totally devoid of pores. Islets of a "prime" fracture face (F'i) stand upon 
the " non-prime" face of the other nuclear membrane. Within the nuclear pores structural 
details such as projecting tips (upper arrow) and" inner ring" fibrils (arrows in the insert) 
are recognized. Magnification, 66000: 1; insert, 70000: 1 
annulus material appears to be sculptured on the pore margin, presumably 
favored by a relatively deep etching (e.g. Figs. 27 and 30). This is consistent 
with the recent observation of Roberts and Northcote (1970) of the occurrence 
of so-called " capped pores" in frozen-etched plant nuclei. Such granular compo-
nents of the annulus can also be detected in Hess' (1968) micrographs of the 
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Fig. 26a-h. Schematic interpretation of some different aspects of the nuclear pore complex 
as can be revealed after the fracturing (cleaving) process. The fracture line can leave the 
membrane when a certain angle of inclination with the anticlinal pore walls is attained 
(f), thus giving a rise to the appearence of holes with a diameter more or less larger than the 
true inner pore diameter5 and re-enter either the same side or the other side of the nuclear 
membrane. It may also follow the curvature of the pore wall for a certain distance, then leave 
the membrane and re-enter the same-sided membrane at the other side of the pore, thereby 
jumping over the dense components of the pore interior such as the projecting tips, the 
inner pore fibrils and the central granule: the different types of relief which can be produced 
by such fracturing are shown in Fig. a-c. A variant of this type is the straight fracturing 
through the pore complex material (e). On the other hand, it can happen that the fracture 
line does not continue in the same side of the nuclear membrane but changes over to the 
other side of the membrane as indicated in Fig. d. Fracture lines which leave the membrane 
relatively early and jump over the non-membraneous pore complex material including the 
annulus (Fig. h) are relatively seldom (compare the" capped pores" of Roberts and Northcote, 
1970) whereas fracture lines which round and sculpture only parts of an annulus (g) are more 
frequently observed. 
5 i.e. the luminal width in the equatorial plane of the pore. 
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frozen-etched fungus Pyrenochaeta terrestris. Both conceivable types of annular 
subunits appearance, i.e. either as elevations corresponding to the case depicted 
in Fig. 26g or as indentations as sketched in Fig. 26 h could be found, and both 
showed the typical eightfold radial symmetry of distribution demonstrated earlier 
from negatively stained isolated envelope fragments (Franke, 1966, 1967; Gall, 
1967; Franke and Kartenbeck, 1969; Comes and Franke, 1970; Franke and 
Scheer, 1970a) as well as from thin sections (Fisher and Cooper, 1967; Bajer 
and Mole-Bajer, 1969; Daniels et aI., 1969; de Zoeten and Gaard, 1969; 
Franke, 1970). This eightfold radial symmetry is, for example, documented in 
Fig. 33 by Markham's rotation technique of a Pleurochrysis scherffelii pore 
complex in which the annular subunits appear as indentations. This aspect can 
also be found in a great many micrographs of the literature. So, e.g., some of 
the pores shown in the micrograph figure F -2 (onion root tip cells; Branton 
and Moor, 1964) presented in Frey-Wyssling and Miihlethaler's book (1965) 
exhibit a precise eight-point radial symmetry when examined with the technique 
of Markham et al. (1963). 
Today's literature on frozen-etched biomembranes does not show many exam-
ples of situations related to the demonstration of the membrane-associated 
annulus material. One is the afore-cited investigation of Wartiovaara and Bran-
ton (1970) on the appearance of membrane-attached ribosomes. Another example 
appears to be the work of Bracker and Grove (1970). These authors showed 
regularly spaced, distinct 50-80 X 120-180 A knobs as being apposed to the outer 
mitochondrial membrane of the oomycetous fungus Pythium ultimum with both 
thin sectioning and freeze-etch technique: This presentation thus at least makes 
clear that membrane-associated particles, presumably of a proteinaceous nature, 
can in some manner be sculptured on frozen-cleaved membrane faces. 
Combining all aspects obtained in the present study the appearance of frozen 
etched nuclear pores can be the result of one of the fracture possibilities sketched 
in Fig. 26. For example, a fracture line within either of the nuclear membranes 
can follow the curvature at the pore rim for a certain distance, then, where 
approaching the pore-equator, it leaves the membrane and runs either straight 
through the inner pore material (Fig. 26e) or follows the profile of the inner pore 
constituents such as the projecting tip material and the centrale granule. Sub-
sequently, it can continue within the nuclear membrane of the same side 
(Fig. 26a-c) or may change over to the other (Fig. 26d). Replicas of such fractures 
through pore complexes usually reveal the pore margin as a more or less sharply 
outlined demarcation circumscribing the projecting tips, which can be attached to 
the pore wall as described from other techniques (see Franke, 1970), and the 
central granule6• These latter two compact structures, consequently, can be recog-
nized in some of the preparations as elevated particles or as indentations in the 
pore complex "ground-substance" (e.g., Figs. 25, 27, 29, 31, 32, 34). On the 
other hand, in the cases where the fracture runs straight through the pore 
interior and/or where the etching was non-sufficient the pores seem to be filled 
by more or less coarsely textured "ground-substance" alone (Moor and Miihle-
6 The central granule can be readily recognized in most studies of frozen-etched nuclei 
(e.g., Frey-Wyssling and Miihlethaler, 1965; Hess, 1968; Northcote and Lewis, 1968; 
Speth and Wunderlich, 1970). 
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Figs. 27- 29. Same material as with Fig. 5. Details of freeze-etch aspects of fractured nuclear 
pore complexes. The diversity of the fracturing of the pore complex can be seen from Fig. 27. 
The short arrows denote a situation in which the annulus material appears to be preserved 
and which resembles the fracture described under Fig. 26g. The long arrows in the right 
points to a pore complex which seemingly has been fractured as sketched in Fig. 26b . The white 
arrow indicates a pore complex fracture with the "projecting tips" at the inner pore wall as 
elevated structures, according to the interpretation of Fig. 26c. A situation interpreted as 
representing the case shown in Fig. 26f is recognized with the majority of the pores of Fig. 28 
(e.g. at the arrow). The" non-prime" envelope fracture plane of Fig. 29 shows a conspicuous 
predominance of the case of Fig. 26a with prominent projecting tips in the pore interior. 
Fig. 27, 72000: 1; Figs. 28 and 29,90000: 1 
thaler, 1963 ; see e.g., Figs. 21-24, 28). Frequently, the typical " inner fibrils" 
of the pore complex could be visualized in the frozen-etched pores as being 
either radially oriented, sometimes raying out from the central granule, or as 
arranged in the form of the "inner ring " (e.g., Figs. 21 and 25). Occasionally, 
similar filaments were seen to connect two adjacent pore complexes (e.g. , Fig. 22): 
these latter, however, should then represent filamentous material within the 
membrane rather than lying on the membrane. Such pore-complex associated 
fibrils have also been reported by Maul (1970). 
An especially interesting system with respect to the nuclear pore complex 
subarchitecture is the bird erythrocyte. With this cell type, thin sections as well 
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Figs. 30 and 31. Appearance of pore complexes of the Triturus oocytes in detail. Fig. 31 
represents a fracture corresponding to Fig. 26g: the pore ci rcumference (arrows) is partly 
covered by the l1lillu lar granu les. The pores shown in Fig. 41 are interpreted as representing 
the case of Fig. 26a: the projecting tips protrude from the pore wall into the lumen. A centra l 
granule is clearly seen. Both figures, 160000 : 1 
Fig. 32. Nucleus isolated from a mature Alpine newt oocyte, previously fixed with 2 % glutar-
a ldehyde, incubated in glycerol and frozen-etched . Many of the pore complexes stand upon 
the particle set "non-prime" fracture face as compact cylinders as indicated by their long 
shadows. It can not be excluded, though, that remnants of biological material, for which has 
not been washed off with the chromic acid, contribute to these stumps. In the contrary, other 
adjacent pores are hardly identified (arrows). This might be a consequence of a fracture 
according to the case sketched in Fig. 26e. Note the " prime face" at the left margin. Magni-
fication, 64000: 1 
as negatively stained preparations did not show either the presence of annulus 
material nor fibrils within the pore; the on1y substructures seen in thin sections 
is a dense " diaphragm-like" matter in the very pore equator. With freeze-etching 
these nuclei also did not reveal such pore substructures. They usually appeared 
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Fig. 33a-d. Markham Analysis of a Pleurochrysis nuclear pore complex cross fractured 
in a mode related to that indicated in Fig. 26h. The pattern of annular granules, which 
here appear as indentations, is reinforced at n = 8 (c) and not at n=7 (b) and n = 9 (d). 
Magnification, 160000: 1 
to be filled with the amorphous ground substance (e.g., Fig. 2), the only detail 
suggested in a few cases being a compact ring at the inner pore wall (Fig. 39). 
Cross-fractures of the anticlinal pore walls (Fig. 35) sometimes can be resolved 
to demonstrate a "dark-light-dark" appearance (distance 50 A) which, according 
to the fracture schemes of Fig. 26a-e, should correspond to approximately half 
a unit membrane. The width of this triple-structure is significantly below that 
of the total membrane, a finding which is in accordance with our interpretation 
of the fracturing (see Fig. 35). In agreement with the study of Roberts and 
Northcote (1970) we emphasize our earlier view that the normal outline of the 
pores proper is circular, as this is especially conspicuous with Pleurochrysis 
(e.g., Fig. 35), in which stabilizing or ice crystal preventing treatment was not 
necessary. Deviations from circularity might have been artificially caused (for 
more detailed discussions see also Franke, 1967; Northcote and Lewis, 1968 ; 
Franke, 1970; Franke and Scheer, 1970 ; Maul, 1970). 
Another also less frequently observed fracture line concluded from our micro-
graphs is depicted in Fig. 26 g: Probably as a consequence of the high physical 
density of the inner pore material (about 1.35-1.55 in comparison with the 
1.16-1.21 of the nuclear membrane itself, e.g., Kashnig and Kasper, 1969 ; Zbarsky 
et al., 1969 ; Franke et al., 1970; Zentgraf et al., 1971) the fracture leaves the 
membrane, sculptures the inner pore material, jumps around part of the annulus 
and finally enters the membrane again. This fracturing behaviour suggests a high 
stability and rigidity of the non-membranous pore complex material as indicated 
from the fragmentation behaviour (e.g., Fig. 40 ; see also Monroe et aI., 1967; 
Yoo and Bayley, 1967 ; :Franke and Kartenbeck, 1969 ; Scheer and Fl'anke, 1969 ; 
Scheer, 1970). The characteristic picture of the pore complex thus fractured is 
a short column-like stump with a more or less irregular height (e.g., Figs. 24, 28, 
32). The maximal height of this stump is necessarily in the order of the width of 
the perinuclear cisterna. Very frequently this specific aspect of pore complex 
fracturing varied from pore to pore even though the underlying membrane 
fracture face appeared basically to be continuous; this is especially demonstra-
ted, e.g., in Figs. 21 , 23, 24, 32 and 34. 
It should perhaps be stressed that all the basic pore complex constituents 
described from other techniques are not only seen in frozen-etched material after 
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Figs. 34- 36. Details of frozen-fractured nuclear pore complexes of Pleul·och1'ysis. The" non-
prime" faces sometimes show prominent ring-like structures (Fig. 34) which suggest pores 
but can not cleady identified (lower arrows) . A fibril extending between adjecent " pore-
holes " is denoted by the upper small arrow. The pore diameter is best recognized in cross-
fractll1'ed pore complexes (Fig. 35). Occasionally, cross fractured pore walls can be resolved 
in a 50- 60 A broad dark-light-dark trip le- layer pattern which then should correspond to 
approximately half-a-membrane according to the fractul'e scheme of Fig. 26e. The size of the 
holes in the fractLU'ed nuclear envelope vary widely (Fig. 36, arrows). Probably the larger 
holes reflect situations caused by a fractul'ing indicated in the scheme Fig. f. Fig. 34, 68000: 1; 
Fig. 35, 66000: 1; inset of Fig. 35, 130000: 1; Fig. 36, 50000: 1 
prestabilization and incubation in anti -crystallization agents, but also in the 
example of Pleurochrysis in which no fixation and glycerol treatment is needed. 
It is also conceivable that the fracture does not leave the nuclear membrane 
at the very sites of the pore circumference, but leaves the membrane more or 
less before that as this is sketched in Fig. 3f. This is particularly likely 
with those nuclear envelopes in which the two nuclear membranes have an 
especially high tendency to converge upon the pore equator under a relatively 
low angle. Such a rupture line would then reveal a "hole" within the mem-
brane face which corresponds to the existence of a pore in this area, but is not 
an image of the pore structure itself. Such " pore corresponding rupture holes" 
would simulate " true nuclear pores " since they appear filled with a homogeneous 
ground-substance that actually, however, is either cyto- or nucleoplasm7• A rup-
ture line of this kind would also provide a straightforward explanation of the 
observation of " pores" with exceedingly large diameters, as have been con-
sistently observed throughout the present study, in particular with the hen erythro-
7 That such a pore-filling ground-substance is not a special freeze-etch aspect of a cellular 
component might best be seen from its appearance within the endothelia l fenestrae (Wisse, 
1970). 
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Figs. 37- 39. Details of frozen-etched pore complexes of hen erythrocyte nuclei. At the nuclear 
pores the fracture shows a particularly high tendency to change from the fracture face of one 
nuclear membrane to that of the other (Fig. 37). The wide range of the diameters of fracture 
holes in the nuclear envelope, be they pores or not, is demonstrated in the other two 
micrographs and is especially clear from comparing the adjacent pore marked by the 
arrows in Fig. 39. The only structural detail ever observed in the interior of the frozen-
etched nuclear pores in this cell is a ring of material protruding from the pore circum-
ference into the pore lumen (insert of Fig. 39). Fig. 37, 55000:1; Fig. 38,68000:1; Fig. 39, 
42000: 1 
cytes and Pleurochrysis scherffelii. Extremely large" pores" have also been repor-
ted from freeze-etch studies with various other systems (e.g., Branton and Moor, 
1964). It is contradictory to the results obtained from thin section electron 
microscopy and generally hard to imagine that adjacent pores can vary in dia-
meter from, e.g., 1300 to 3500 A as presented in Figs. 38 and 39. A similar case 
is documented for Pleurochrysis in Fig. 36. The somewhat bimodal distribution of 
the "apparent pore sizes)) found with the hen erythrocytes would at least be 
easily explained by such a mixed population of true pores and artificial 
" pore corresponding holes)). In addition to the occurrence of the artificial holes 
produced by the rupturing indicated in Fig. 26f the general possibility cannot 
be excluded that holes may be produced in areas where a nuclear pore does not 
exist in that a fracture cuts off localized blebs and other sorts of natural or 
artificial evaginations or cuts through the cisternal connections with the endoplas-
mic reticulum (ER). Blebbing of vesicles from, e.g., the outer nuclear envelope is 
documented for many cell systems as well as is the ER-continuity. On the other 
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hand, we would like to attach particular importance to the general observation 
that clearly recognizable pores could be seen in a given nuclear envelope area 
just beside others, which were hardly recognizable. Moreover certain structures 
could be seen in a nuclear envelope in which we could not tell whether 
this is a pore or not (e.g. Figs. 32 and 34). Such findings strongly suggest 
that nuclear pores may not be a priori identifiable in a frozen-etched nuclear 
envelope. 
4. Arrangement at Pores 
Nuclear pores are relatively equally distributed on the nuclear surfaces of the 
rat hepatocytes and hen erythrocytes, and basically also with the amphibian 
oocytes, whereas Pleurochrysis is somewhat different. Here a pronounced ten-
dency of clusters of pores grouped together was found (e.g. Fig. 25). Such a 
grouping of nuclear pores has been mentioned earlier from diverse cell systems 
(e.g., Northcote and Lewis, 1968), especially from some Dinoflagellates (Wecke 
and Giesbrecht, 1970). With all the objects of this study nuclear envelope areas 
could be seen without pores, besides others which where abundant in pores, but 
this nevertheless could still represent a random distribution. It is especially worth 
emphasizing that with the amphibian oocytes the ordered densely packed pore 
arrangements known from other techniques were observed also in the freeze-
etching (Fig. 23). In addition, however, occasionally nuclear envelope areas 
almost devoid of pores were also met (e.g. Fig. 41). There is no obvious explana-
tion for the above mentioned clustering existing in the envelopes of some cell 
types (compare e.g. the discussion on the "closed", "open" and "forming" 
pores in Frey-Wyssling and Miihlethaler, 1965; Maul, 1970). 
,5. Qttantitative Structural Data: A Methodical Comparison 
Structural data of the nuclear envelope, such as the pore diameter and 
the pore frequency (pores per square micron), can differ in the same material 
according to the specific electron microscopic methods used (thin sectioning, 
negative staining of isolated nuclear envelope fragments, freeze-etching) as has 
been noted as early as 1966 (Franke, 1966; see also Franke, 1970). The average 
pore diameter appears significantly larger with the freeze-etch process and the 
pore frequency is usually much lower. In our laboratory a methodical comparison 
was attempted in order to elucidate these perplexing observations. The increase 
of the pore frequency in the sequence: freeze-etching of whole cells -+ thin 
section preparations of whole cells-+negative staining of the isolated nuclear 
envelope fragments as well as a corresponding decrease in pore diameter values 
has been recently confirmed by Speth and Wunderlich (1970) with the ciliate 
Tetrahymena pyriformis GL macronucleus. 
When one quantitatively evaluates the dimensions of the nuclear envelope one 
has always to keep in mind the possible sources of error as are indicated from 
the previous chapter. So, for instance, fractures through pore complexes do not 
necessarily demonstrate the true pore diameter but rather tend to produce the 
"pore corresponding holes" according to the fracturing shown in Fig. 26f. 
Consequently, in the present authors' opinion, a good deal of measurements of 
pore diameters in freeze-etch micrographs as given in the literature are likely 
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to refer to a mixed population consisting of images of pores and of such "porc 
corresponding holes". In addition to that, it is a consequence of the low 
resolution obtained with the present days' shadowing procedure (for future aspects 
see Bachmann et aI., 1969) that the precision of measuring a pore diameter 
cannot be better than ± 50 A, i.e. about 7 % of the pore size (see however, 
also Easterbrook and Rozee, 1971). 
Moreover, with respect to pore frequencies one has to bc aware of the above 
indicated possibilities that a certain number of pores are not revealed by the 
freeze-etch technique: a pore counting in areas like, e.g., that shown in Fig. 23 
thus might result in pore frequency values which are too low. 
(a) Pleurochrysis scherffelii. The mean pore diameter after freeze-etching was 
116±7 nm. This value is about 35% higher than the average value obtained 
from thin sections through cells fixed with glutaraldehyde in situ (Brown and 
Franke, unpublished). 
(b) Hen erythrocytes. The diameter of all "holes which suggest a correspon-
dence to nuclear pores" was at an average of 167 nm. This is in strong con-
trast to the diameters measured from thin section electron micrographs (mean 
value: 70 nm) and from negatively stained isolated envelope fragments (61 nm). 
This difference seems to be caused, at least partially, by the hole produeing 
fracture lines around the pore mentioned above (Fig. 26f). The pore frequency 
determinations revealed values fairly agreeing, namely 3 ± 1 pores/fL 2 (freeze-
etching) and 4 ± 1 pores/fL2 (thin sections). A determination of the pore frequencies 
from the isolated envelope fragements did not make sense since these fragments 
were too small and seldom contained more than I to 3 pores (compare Zent-
graf et al., 1971). 
(e) Rat liver cells. The quantitative evaluation of the nuclear envelope of the 
rat liver parenchymal cells is presented in table 1. Here again the pore diameter 
appears to be larger with the freeze-etching preparation of the tissue (prestabilized 
with glutaraldehyde) than with the tissue processed for thin Rection electron 
microscopy and, even more, with the isolated nuclear envelope fragments. In 
order to find out during which preparation step sueh changes in pore diameter 
could have taken place three other preparations were evaluated. Franke (1970) 
has conjectured that the changes in nuclear envelope structure observed with 
the isolated nuclear envelope pieces could be the result of the fragmentation 
process as such: reduction of nuclear, and possibly also intracisternal, turgor 
leads to a cisternal shrinkage (compare also Speth and Wunderlich, 1970). 
It has been known for a long time that nuclei of diverse plant and animal 
cell types tend to undergo a dramatic shrinkage when isolation procedures using 
hypertonic sucrose are applied, especially in the presence of bivalent cations 
(e.g. Anderson and Wilbur, 1952; Accola, 1960). So Accola (1960) has reported 
the diameter of onion root tip nuclei isolated in ca. 2,3 M sucrose to shrink by 
30% or even more. Since the envelopes of such isolated nuclei usually 
exhibit frequent sites of interruption it is not yet clear whether shrinkage of 
nuclear diameter necessarily must be correlated with shrinkage of the nuclear 
envelope area (for some experimental results relevant to this problem see also 
the subsequent chapter on the amphibian oocytes). Furthermore, with respect 
to the mechanisms of such alterations in nuclear morphology, it has to be kept 
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Fig. 40a- c. Negatively stained (PTA) fraction of purified nuclear envelope fragments isolated 
from rat liver. Note the variation in fragmental sizes. The fragmentation lines tend to run 
arolmd the pore complexes (arrows), thus indicating the mechanical stability of the pore 
complexes. Pore complex substructures such as central granules with varying diameters 
(e.g. at the arrows), annular particles (e.g. insert a), radiating filaments (insert b), and the 
"inner ring" (insert c) can frequently be recognized. Magnification, 39000:1; insert a-c, 
100000: 1 
in mind that such shrinkage primarily reflects the condensation of the chroma-
tinous mass , and that thus it is the " precipitated " state of the chromatin 
which maintains the specific nuclear morphology (for the particular clear 
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Fig. 41. Part of a nuclear envelope of an isolated, a ldehyde and glycerol treated freeze-
etched nucleus of a Triturus alpestris oocyte. Areas with pores can be seen beside relatively 
large regions which do not bear pores. Magnification, 43000: 1 
example of the muscle nucleus see, e.g., Franke and Schinko, 1969 ; Schinko, 
1970). It is altogether conceivable that the interphase nuclear envelope which 
is tightly linked to the chromatin by the anchoring pieces of the nuclear DNA 
in its interporous areas (for references see" Introduction " ), just passively follows 
the chromatin shrinkage by either reducing its own surface area or by rupturing. 
This view of nuclear surface shrinkage is not supported by measurements 
of pore diameters among the envelope pieces of widely varying fragment 
sizes (e.g. Fig. 40): the pore diameter does not change proportionally to the 
fragment size. Neither does the " nuclear envelope shrinkage hypothesis" hold 
for explaining the reduction in pore diameter as taking place in the course of 
isolation and fragmentation of the nucleus. There is also no support for this view 
from the measurements of the pore diameter of the isolated nuclei with the other 
preparation methods, i.e. thin section and freeze-etching techniques (e.g. Figs. 42 
and 43). On the other hand, a comparison of the pore diameter values as 
according to the different procedures strongly suggests that the appearance of 
larger pore diameters is due to the freeze-etching technique as such and prob-
ably reflects the diverse fissures around the pores already mentioned (compare 
Fig. 26) which give rise to " pseudo-pore-diameters" and which are necessarily 
larger than the true pore diameters. The" balloon hypothesis" (Franke, 1970) 
has also been discussed to provide an explanation for the increase of pores per 
surface unit, which is observed in the methods employed as quoted above. This 
concept was somewhat supported by the remark of Bajer and Mole-Bajer (1969) 
that during the break-down of the nuclear envelope in the prometaphase of 
mitosis in the blood lily endosperm, the number of pores per square micron 
increases from 20- 25 to 38--42, which effect these authors also described to 
a contraction of the perinuclear cisternal fragment. The pore frequency measure-
ments listed in table I clearly demonstrate that, in fact, the number of pores 
per square micron increases when the nucleus is i olated. This would be fairly 
in line with a nuclear envelope shrinkage explanation during the homogenization 
and isolation steps . 
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Figs. 42 and 43. Freeze-etching preparation of nuclear envelope fragments isolated from rat 
liver. Nllclear pores can be identified bllt show somewhat varying aspects (compare 
Fig. 42 and 43). Note that many "freeze-etch particles" can be seen which are definitely 
not associated with membranes but appear "free" on the frozen medillm. Fig. 42: arrows 
indicate nllclear pores; Fig. 43: arrow indicates a central granule. Both figures, 80000:1 
Table 1. Structural data of the nuclem' envelope of ?"at live,' cells as revealed after the different 
electron microscopic preparation techniques 
Type of preparation 
Nuclei in situ, fixed and freeze-etched 
Nuclei in situ, fixed, dehydrated, embedded and sectioned 
Isolated nllclei, fixed and freeze-etched 
Isolated nuclear membranes, fixed and freeze-etched 
Isolated nllclear membranes a fixed and negatively stained 
(PTA) 
a Mean values from fragments larger than 0.3 fLID2. 
Nuclear 
pores/fLm2 
14.1 ± 2.3 
16.3 ± 1.5 
24.9 ± 3.0 
24.3 ± 7.5 
35.8 ± 4.3 
Pore diameter 
(nm) 
88 ± 8 
68 ± 6 
78 ± 6 
89 ± 7 
67 ± 2 
Further fragmentation might then lead to another increase in pore frequency. 
Such an increase seems to be especially true in the case of the negative staining 
preparation (Table 1) and apparently even greater increases occur after high salt 
extraction treatment (Franke et al., 1970). That the pore frequency is not proportio-
nal to the size of the envelope fragments is suggested from the diagram of Fig. 44. 
Taken together, our measurements lead to the conclusion that the diversity in 
pore diameter has something to do with the appearance of the nuclear pores 
in freeze-etch preparations and that the shrinkage processes can cause changes 
only to a minor degree. On the other hand the pore frequency differences 
apparently seem to be due to different effects, namely to the nuclear (and nuclear 
envelope) shrinkage during isolation and fragmentation and possibly also to a 
specific reaction to the negative staining preparation. These two effects then may 
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pores/I'm' 
65 
60 
55 
50 
5 8 20 
sizes of nuclear envelope fragments (}Jm2x1o-2) 
Fig. 44. Correlation between frequency and nuclear envelope fragment size as measured in 
nuclear membrane fractions isolated from rat liver (compare Fig. 40) 
be additive. Furthermore, the measurements indicate that the non pore-bearing 
perinuclear cisternal area is more labile in terms of shrinking than the pore 
complex itself. This fits into the view of the pore complex as a structural 
unit relatively stable against mechanical stress (see Fig. 40 and the previous 
chapters; compare also Yoo and Bayley, 1967; Monroe et al., 1968; Scheer and 
Franke, 1969; Franke and Kartenbeck, 1969; Scheer, 1970). 
(d) Amphibian oocytes. The nuclear surface of the frozen-etched Xenopus 
laevis lampbrush oocytes shows the pore complexes in a relatively regular 
distribution (e.g. Fig. 23). The pore frequency amounted in this stage of oogenesis 
to 60 ± 4 pores/[.L2. The same value was obtained with and without prefixation of 
the oocytes with formaldehyde prior to the glycerol incubation (for details see 
Scheer, 1970). As can be seen from table 11, negatively stained isolated 
nuclear envelopes (Fig. 45), thin sections tangential to nuclei of fixcd whole 
oocytes (e.g. Fig. 46) and to isolated nuclei (e.g. Fig. 47) showed nearly identical 
pore frequencies with this material. Nuclei isolated from mature Triturus alpestris 
oocytes revealed almost the same pore frequencies, namely 50 pores per square 
micron, after freeze-etching technique as well as in negative staining preparations 
(see also Scheer, 1970). 
With respect to pore diameters all the three preparation methods again resulted 
in nearly identical values (Table 2). 
The obvious contrast between the nuclei of the amphibian oocytes and the rat 
hepatocytes may reflect the specific responses of the nuclear envelopes to the 
influences during the various electron microscopical preparations. Semi-thin 
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Fig. 45. Negatively stained (2% PTA) nuclear envelope isolated from a lampbrush stage 
Xenopus laevis oocyte. The isolation was carried out in the "5: I -medium" without an 
addition of stabilizing bivalent cations. In such preparations the pore diameter is clearly 
visible. Magnification, 40000: 1 
Fig. 46. Thin section tangentia l to the nuclear envelope of an intact Xenopus laevis 
lampbrush oocyte. In sections which include the anticlinal pore walls a precise measurement 
of the pore diameter i possible (arrows). Magnification, 40000: I 
Fig. 47. Thin section grazing to a nucleus isolated from a Xenopus lampbrush oocyte. 
Magnification, 40000: I 
sections of fixed and Epon-embedded lampbrush oocytes show in the phase con-
trast microscope a "wrinkling", i.e. an abundance of invaginations and out-
foldings of thc nuclear envelope, whereas the nuclear border in 10 fL thick 
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Table 2. Structural data of the nuclear envelope of lampbru8h 8tage Xenopus laevis oocyte8 
(nuclear diameter 520 It m ) a8 revealed after the different electron micr08copic preparation 
technique8 
Type of preparation 
Nuclei in situ, fixed and freeze· etched 
Nuclei in situ, fixed, dehydrated, embedded and sectioned 
Isolated nuclei fixed, dehydrated, embedded and sectioned 
Isolated nuclear membranes, fixed and negatively stained 
Nuclear 
pores/fLm2 
60±4 
60±8 
67±3 
61±8 
Pore diameter 
(nm) 
74.2±3.3 
71.5 ± 3.1 
73.0± 3.1 
74.3±3.3 
cryotome-sections of directly Freon-frozen oocytes appears nearly circular (see 
Scheer, 1970). Thus, it is likely that the dehydration process through ethanol 
or glycerol steps does not result in a shrinkage of the perinuclear cisterna but 
leads to a wrinkling of the nuclear envelope, thereby unaffecting the pore 
diameter or the pore frequency. Since the nuclear pore complexes apparently 
behave as skeleton-constituting structure, it is conceivable, in particular with the 
amphibian oocyte, that here cisternal shrinkage is prevented by the increased 
stabilization through the exceedingly high pore frequency: about 30% of the 
membrane surface area is occupied by pore complexes. On the other hand, however, 
it cannot be excluded that the non-sensitivity of the amphibian oocyte nuclear 
envelope might be due to a more "relaxed" in vivo state. 
6. Some Conclusions and Remarks 
The specific differences in the nuclear envelope structural data between 
the different cell systems, as have been described from thin section and negative 
staining techniques, can be demonstrated with the freeze-etch technique, as well. 
There is also an obvious difference in nuclear envelope behaviour from cell type 
to cell type in response to the different types of electron microscopic prepara-
tions (compare, e.g., the above given results from rat hepatocytes and from 
amphibian oocytes). On the other hand, the freeze-etch technique has revealed 
some basic common structural principles such as with the perinuclear cisternal 
architecture, the pore complex sub structural details and the fracture planes and 
surfaces. It is interesting that certain structural pecularities of the nuclear pore 
complex in special cell types, found with the thin section and negative stain 
technique, such as are present, e.g., with the mature nucleated erythrocyte, 
i.e. lack of annulus and central granule material, could be confirmed in our 
freeze-etch study. 
The fracture face aspects, which did not show any basic diversity between 
the different cell types as well as between inner and outer membrane, in our 
opinion augment the accumulating scepticism against the use of fracture aspects 
including the mode of distribution and the sizes of "particles" as morphological 
membrane markers. We regard this generalizing mode of membrane characteri-
zation all the more as not justified, since every freeze-etch electron micro-
scopist can convince himself that such particles can be seen on diverse sorts of 
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non-membranous surfaces as well (see, e.g., Fig. 42; compare also the micro-
graphs published by Fluck et al., 1969; Watson and Remsen, 1969; Davy and 
Branton, 1970; Deamer et al., 1970). 
Considering the differences in nuclear envelope freeze-etch appearance among 
the different cell systems it is on the other hand a significant result of our study 
that the characteristic fracture behaviour of nuclear membranes is basically the 
same as with quite different types of membranes including the plasma membranes, 
which are at the end of the" membrane differentiation sequence" as shown 
by the investigators at Purdue (Grove et al., 1968; Morre et al., 1971). For 
instance, the cleavage behaviour of the nuclear membrane is fully compatible 
with Branton's hypothesis and thus might indicate that the concept of a 
freeze-fracturing principle common to biomembranes in general might be justified. 
Summary 
The structure of the nuclear envelope was investigated in a comparative study 
of different plant and animal cell systems (rat hepatocytes, hen erythrocytes, 
amphibian oocytes, and the marine haptophycean alga Pleurochrysis scherffelii) 
using the freeze-etch technique. The observations obtained with this method are 
compared with those of electron microscopic studies using thin section and nega-
tive staining procedures. 
When fractured in the nucleocytoplasmic direction the nuclear envelope 
generally reveals four aspects, namely two "fracture planes" distinct from each 
other and two" true surfaces" which are limited to narrow rims along the fracture 
steps. Mirror-image symmetrical aspects are observed when the fracture runs in the 
opposite direction. The "true surfaces" planes lie by 30-45 A on top of the 
following "fracture planes". The results are summed up to an interpretative 
scheme of the splintering through the nuclear envelope and are compatible with 
the view that the freeze-etch technique preferentially exposes aspects of the 
membrane interior (Branton, 1966). Inner and outer nuclear membranes are 
not significantly different in their freeze-etch appearance. With all the cell types 
studied, the nuclear pore complexes are suggested as being sites which tend to 
resist the membrane cleaving processes and thus frequently bring about localized 
changes of the fracture line. The diverse possibilities of how a pore complex 
can behave in the membrane fracturing are comprised in schemes. The freeze-
etch appearance of the pore complex substructural constituents is described. The 
distribution pattern and the diameters of the pores have been evaluated. The 
measurements indicate that interruptions within the nuclear envelope as seen with 
the freeze-etch procedure do not necessarily represent fractured nuclear pores 
but might also reflect other structural situations including the production of 
"pore-corresponding holes" with diameters more or less larger than the true dia-
meter of the pore itself. Structural data (pore frequency, pore diameter) of the 
frozen-etched cells were compared with those from sections through whole cells, 
isolated nuclei and isolated nuclear membranes after the usual dehydration 
treatments and from negative staining preparations of isolated nuclear envelope 
fragments, as well as with the corresponding data of frozen-etched isolated 
nuclei or nuclear membranes. The amphibian oocytes do not show significant 
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differences in relation to the different procedures whereas such are well pronounced 
with, e.g., rat liver cells. The divergent results are discussed along the hypothesis 
of nuclear envelope shrinkage during the fragmentation and dehydration 
procedures. 
Note Added in Proof. Since the acceptance of the present article (14. April 1971) a paper 
by Plattner (1971) has appeared in which the reality of the membranous" freeze-etch particles" 
is generally questioned on the basis on a comparative study using diffcrent cryofixation 
techniques: "In summary, I want to emphasize, that membrane bound" granules" in freeze-
etch preparations might to a certain extent be segregation artifacts." 
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